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PROVINCIAL AND LLG GRANTS - 2006

This note explains the process by which National Economic & Fiscal 
Commission (NEFC) arrived at the estimates attached for Block Grants, 
Function Grants, Derivation Grants, Bougainville (autonomy) Grants and 
the LLG and Town Services Grants. 

Funds available for grants
The Government made K94.9 million available for the following 
Provincial, LLG and NCD “goods and services” grants: 

Block Grants 
Function Grants (Education, Health, Transport Infrastructure 
Maintenance)
Derivation Grants 
Town and Urban Services Grants 
Rural LLG Grants 

The Government has not included the Bougainville (autonomy) grants in 
the Provincial/LLG ceiling.  Grants for Bougainville are dealt with under 
separate financial arrangements.

How were the grants calculated?
The NEFC calculated the Derivation Grants by collecting actual export 
data, province by province for 2004 (most recent year available).
Derivation Grants are paid at the rate of 0.75% of the actual value of 
exports in each province.  In 2004, total exports (excluding Bougainville) 
were K1,647 million.  Therefore, the Derivation Grants total  
K12.4 million. 

After deducting the Derivation Grant from the ceiling, this leaves
K82.5 million to allocate amongst the Block, Function, Town and LLG 
grants.

The K82.5m is first split up into three pieces, using the same proportions 
(in brackets) used for the 2005 grants: 

Block and Function  K58.5 million (70.9% of total) 
Rural LLG    K16.9 million (20.5% of total) 
Town and Urban Services K7.1 million  (8.6% of total) 

These grant totals have then been shared out among each Province, 
Town and Rural LLG, using the same Kina per head figure for each 
government:

Block and Function:  K11.75 per head and K4.61 per square km 
Rural LLG: K3.60 per head and K2.35 per square km 
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Town and Urban Services: K11.08 per head 

The NEFC determined that Block Grants in each province should only 
form a maximum of 25% of the total Block and Function grants 
allocation.  This was done to ensure that the Function Grants provide 
adequate funding for the core priority sectors, which is the main 
intention of the Interim Arrangements that commenced in 2004.   

Other grants
Staffing grants of K598 million have been made available for 
Teachers, Public Servants and the LLG Secretariats.
Village Court Officials’ grants of K12.1 million have been 
transferred to cover their allowances.

PROVINCIAL/NCD REVENUES - 2006

GST – transferred by the IRC
When the Budget is being prepared, the IRC estimates the net inland 
GST that will be collected in each Province for the following year.  To do 
this, the IRC uses Treasury’s Budget forecasts for the growth of the 
economy.  In 2006, each Province receives 60% of this net inland GST 
estimate, or the amount they received in 2003 (whichever is higher).  In 
2006, provinces and NCD will receive K169.4 million.

Mining and Petroleum Royalties – transferred by the Department of 
Petroleum and Energy and mining companies
The Treasury Department made production forecasts for each project 
and commodity type in 2006.  The NEFC used these forecasts, and 
information from each mining/petroleum Memorandum of Agreement to 
estimate the royalties that each resource would receive.  In 2006, it is 
estimated the resource Provinces will receive K68.6 million in royalties.

Other revenues – collected by Provinces/NCD
The NEFC has made forecasts of other revenues collected by Provinces 
for 2006, using collections in previous years as a guide.  Provinces and 
NCD are expected to collect about K54.2 million in 2006. 


